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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two security features enabled by default by the Autonomous Database?
A. Encrypted Database Links
B. SQL Net Encryption
C. Read Only access to OS Audit logs
D. Transparent Data Encryption
E. One SYSDBA account
Answer: A,D
NEW QUESTION: 2
Migrating an on-premise database to Autonomous Database (ADB) for large amounts of
data involves multiple steps like creating a credential object, creating (access to) a storage
object/location, running datapump export and running a datapump import.
Which three statements are true for SQL Developer (18.3 and up) in combination with ADB
Data Loading?
A. SQL Developer can import .csv files into ADB which are located on the system where
SQL Developer is running.
B. SQL Developer can be started from the ADB Cloud console but only for data loading
scenarios.
C. SQL Developer can be used to export/move/import of a database to ADB in l set of
wizard steps.
D. SQL Developer can import files (.dmp and .csv for example) into ADB which are located
on Amazon S3 Object storage.
E. SQL Developer can only export/move/import files using datapump from databases
running on Linux systems.
Answer: A,B,E
NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is NOT required to connect to Autonomous Database from SQL developer?
A. Username and password

B. Database name
C. Wallet file
D. Service name
Answer: B
NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is true regarding database client credentials file required to connect to
your Autonomous Database?
A. Store credential files in a secure location and share the files only with authorized users
to prevent unauthorized access to the database.
B. The Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) wallet can be used for your client credentials to
connect to your database.
C. When you share the credential files with authorized users, mail the wallet password and
the file in the same email.
D. Place the credential files on a share drive that all users can use to connect to the
database.
Answer: B
NEW QUESTION: 5
If you need to connect to Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) using Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC) via an HTTP proxy, where do you set the proxy details?
A. cwallet.sso
B. ojdbc.properties
C. keystore.jks
D. tnsnames.ora
E. sqlnet.ora
Answer: D
NEW QUESTION: 6
Which can be Scaled independently of the number of CPUs in an Autonomous Database?
A. Memory
B. Concurency
C. Parallelism
D. Storage
E. Sessions
Answer: A
NEW QUESTION: 7
What predefined user is created when an Autonomous Database (ADB) instance is
created that you connect to in order to create other users and grant roles?
A. ADMIN

B. DWDEV
C. SCOTT
D. SYS
Answer: A
NEW QUESTION: 8
Which three tasks by default are taken care of by the Autonomous Database?
A. Database Upgrades
B. Data Loading
C. Backups
D. Firmware Patching
E. Application User Creation
Answer: A,B,C
NEW QUESTION: 9
Which Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) thin client version supports the use of HTTP
proxy settings that does NOT support TCP to connect to Autonomous Data Warehouse?
A. 17.4 onwards
B. 18.1 onwards
C. 12c Release 2 onwards
D. Any version
Answer: B
NEW QUESTION: 10
Where can a user's public ssh key be added on the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Console in
order to execute API calls?
A. SSH keys are not required In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.
B. On the Autonomous Database Console.
C. SSH keys cannot be added from console. They have to be added using REST APIs
only.
D. Navigate to Identity, select Users panel on the console and select "Add Public Key".
Answer: C
NEW QUESTION: 11
When you choose to scale your Autonomous Database, which statement is true in regards
to OCPUs and storage?
A. Increasing OCPUs will automatically increase storage.
B. OCPUs and storage can be scaled independently.
C. OCPUs and storage must remain in sync.
D. Storage in TB cannot be larger than the number of OCPUs.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 12
Which method can be used to migrate on-premises databases to Autonomous Databases
in cloud?
A. Original Import/Export tools
B. RMAN backup & restore
C. Data Pump
D. Physical migration method like database cloning
Answer: C
NEW QUESTION: 13
Which Autonomous Database Service is NOT used to connect to an Autonomous
Transaction Processing instance?
A. TPPERFORMANT
B. TPURGENT
C. LOW
D. MEDIUM
E. HIGH
Answer: A
Explanation
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/atp-cloud/atpug/connectpredefined.html#GUID-9747539B-FD46-44F1-8
NEW QUESTION: 14
When you connect Oracle Analytics Cloud to the Autonomous Data Warehouse, what file
needs to be uploaded?
A. TNSNAMES.ORA
B. SQLNET.ORA
C. OJDBC.PROPERTIES
D. CWALLET.SSO
Answer: D
NEW QUESTION: 15
Which three statements are true regarding how Autonomous Database provides data
security?
A. Users are given OS logons or SYSDBA privileges to prevent phishing attacking.
B. Data is encrypted at rest using transparent data encryption.
C. Oracle automatically applies security updates to ensure data is not vulnerable to known
attack vectors.
D. Network connections from clients to Autonomous Database are encrypted using the
client credentials wallet.

Answer: A,C,D
NEW QUESTION: 16
Which three statements are true about procedures in the DBMS_CLOUD package?
A. The DBMS_CLOUD.PUT_OBJECT procedure copies a file from Cloud Object Storage
to the Autonomous Data Warehouse.
B. The DBMS_CLOUD.CREATE_EXTERNAL_TABLE procedure creates an external table
on files in the cloud. You can run queries on external data from the Autonomous Data
Warehouse.
C. The DBMS_CLOUD.CREATE_CREDENTIAL procedure stores Cloud Object Storage
credentials in the Autonomous Data Warehouse database.
D. The DBMS_CLOUD.DELETE_FILE procedure removes the credentials file from the
Autonomous Data Warehouse database.
E. The DBMS_CLOUD.VALIDATE_EXTERNAL_TABLE procedure validates the source
files for an external table, generates log information, and stores the rows that do not match
the format options specified for the external table in a badfile table on Autonomous Data
Warehouse.
Answer: A,D,E
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NEW QUESTION: 17
What two methods can you use to define Machine Learning Users?
A. Use DBMS_CLOUD_ADMIN package
B. Client tools
C. SQL/Developer
D. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Console
Answer: A,D
NEW QUESTION: 18
Which two statements are true with regards to Oracle Data Sync?
A. Data Sync can use a normal OCI (thick) client connection to connect to an Oracle
database.
B. Data Sync can load your data in parallel in order to speed up the loading process.

C. Data Sync has default drivers available that supported loading data from DB2, Microsoft
SQL Server, MySQL and Teradata.
D. Data Sync can connect to any jdbc compatible source like MongoDB, RedShift and
Sybase.
Answer: B
NEW QUESTION: 19
Which two statements are true about the The Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)?
A. Because availability domains do not share infrastructure such as power or cooling, or
the internal availability domain network, a failure at one availability domain within a region
is unlikely to impact the availability of the others within the same region.
B. An OCI region is a localized geographic area, and an availability domain is one or more
data centers located within a region.
C. A single fault domain can be associated with multiple regions and availability domains.
D. Regions are dependent on other regions and must be located with 5 thousand
kilometers of each other.
Answer: A,C
NEW QUESTION: 20
Once you have a connection to the Autonomous Data Warehouse, how do you import
tables into the Oracle Analytics Cloud (OAC)?
A. Load data using Data Pump
B. Replicate the table using Golden Gate
C. Create a Data Set
D. Import Table
Answer: A
NEW QUESTION: 21
Which task is NOT automatically performed by the Oracle Autonomous Database?
A. Automatically optimize the workload
B. Backing up the database
C. Patching the database
D. Mask your sensitive data
Answer: A
NEW QUESTION: 22
How many pre-defined service names are configured in tnsnames.ora for a single
Autonomous Transaction Processing database instance, and what are they called?
A. Three. They are called high, medium and low.
B. Two. They are called ATP and ADW.
C. None. There are no pre-defined service names in tnsnames.ora.

D. Five. They are called tpurgent, tp, high, medium and low.
Answer: D
NEW QUESTION: 23
A customer wants to migrate to Autonomous Database (ADB) but only allows for a very
small window of downtime. Golden Gate was advised to be used during the migration. For
maximum reassurance of their end-users, the customer also would like to use Golden Gate
as a fall-back scenario for the first 6 months after the migration. If customers complain, the
on-premise data can be synchronised with the ADB instance for a switch back.
Which statement about the migration using Golden Gate is correct?
A. The fallback scenario is not possible using Golden Gate because the capture-process
cannot be installed on ADB.
B. Golden Gate on premise Is not certified with ADB because Golden Gate Cloud Service
exists for this.
C. Only the migration to ADB is possible from an on-premise installation of Golden Gate.
D. The described scenario is correct, can be used for migration and fallback scenarios.
E. Migration to ADB is not possible using Golden Gate because the apply-process cannot
be installed on ADB.
Answer: C
NEW QUESTION: 24
Which two PL/SQL functions can be used to validate an analytic view?
A. VALIDATE_ANALYTIC_VIEW
B. VALIDATE_LEVELS
C. VALIDATE_MEASURES
D. VALIDATE_DIMENSION
E. VALIDATE_HIERARCHY
Answer: A,E
Explanation
https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/12.2/dwhsg/overview-analyticviews.html#GUID-6F9
NEW QUESTION: 25
Which operating system can Data Visualization Desktop be run on?
A. Linux
B. Solaris
C. Windows
D. AIX
Answer: C
Explanation
https://www.oracle.com/middleware/technologies/oracle-data-visualization-desktop.html

NEW QUESTION: 26
Which is correct about security features that are available in Oracle Autonomous
Database?
A. Data Redaction and TDE are both supported
B. Data Redaction but not TDE
C. TDE but not Data Redaction
D. Neither Data Redaction nor TDE are supported .
Answer: D
NEW QUESTION: 27
What are two advantages of using Data Pump to migrate your Oracle Databases to
Autonomous Database?
A. Data Pump is faster to migrate database than using RMAN.
B. Data Pump creates the tablespaces used by your Autonomous Database.
C. Data Pump is platform independent - it can migrate Oracle Databases running on any
platform.
D. Data Pump can exclude migration of objects like indexes and materialized views that
are not needed by Autonomous Database.
Answer: B,C
NEW QUESTION: 28
Your customer receives information in various formats like .csv files from their suppliers.
The business user would like to collect all of this information and store it in a ATP
environment. The Oracle adviser recommends to use Oracle Data Sync for this.
Which statement is true regarding Oracle Data Sync?
A. Data Sync can not transform your data while loading it into the destination table.
B. Data Sync can only load data from one source into one destination table.
C. Data Sync can load a combination of data source, such as xsv, .xlsx and Oracle
relational files.
D. Data Sync can only load files into tables (insert-only), the customer has to write the
additional code.
Answer: C
NEW QUESTION: 29
Which two are correct actions to take in order to Download the Autonomous Database
Credentials?
A. Click on the Object Storage and find your Autonomous Bucket and Download the Wallet
Credentials.
B. Find the Service Console for your Autonomous Database, then pick Administration, then
Download the Client Credentials (Wallet).

C. Click on the Autonomous Data Warehouse in the menu, click a database name, then
Choose DB Connection button, then Download the Wallet.
D. Click on the Autonomous Data Warehouse section, pick a database, then Choose
Actions, then Download the Wallet.
E. Click the Compute section of the menu, then choose Instance Configurations, then
Download Wallet.
Answer: C,D
NEW QUESTION: 30
The 3rd party application that your customer wants to migrate to Autonomous Database
(ADB) has some specific demands like tablespace names, usernames and init.ora
parameters. The decision was made to adhere to the suggested migration method using
an instant client and the datapump version that was suggested (and came with it).
Which statement is true about the migration of the application's database success?
A. The migration can be technically a success but the 3-rd party vendor needs to support
the result.
B. The suggested datapump version will create an alias for non-standard tablespace
names so the migration is successful.
C. The tablespace names will result in a blocking error during datapump import because of
ADB limitations.
D. The migration can be a success, both technically and functional due to datapump
enhancements.
Answer: B
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